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	Harness the power of Couchbase to build flexible and scalable applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Couchbase Server.
	
		Explore Couchbase Servers' extensive key/value API with examples from several popular programming languages.
	
		Apply Map/Reduce techniques and patterns to find data in your Couchbase Server documents



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for those application developers who want to achieve greater flexibility and scalability from their software. Whether you are familiar with other NoSQL databases or have only used relational systems, this book will provide you with enough background to move you along at your own pace. If you are new to NoSQL document databases, the design discussions and introductory material will give you the information you need to get started with Couchbase.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Download, install, and configure a single-node Couchbase Server cluster
	
		Explore the Couchbase Server key/value APIs used to put data in and get data out of a Couchbase bucket
	
		Review the basics of MapReduce as a programming model used to transform data structures
	
		Create simple secondary indexes using Couchbase MapReduce views
	
		Learn how to create advanced views to aggregate data in a Couchbase bucket
	
		Understand how to design a schema for documents in a schema-less document database
	
		Query for data in a Couchbase bucket using the new query language N1QL
	
		Design and develop an application from scratch using Couchbase



	In Detail


	Couchbase is an extremely fast, flexible, and highly scalable database that applies MapReduce techniques and patterns to find data. Whether you need to store unstructured data or be able to store and retrieve vast amounts of data quickly, Couchbase Server is your database!


	This book gives you enough information to successfully set up a Couchbase cluster and provides details on basic server maintenance. It then goes on to give you a detailed overview of how to program against Couchbase Server using both its key/value features and its document capabilities. It also introduces you to the concept of creating views using Couchbase's implementation of MapReduce. This book will then conclude with a walkthrough of building an actual application from scratch using Couchbase.
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An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		A complete set of statistical tools for beginning financial analysts from a leading authority

	
		Written by one of the leading experts on the topic, An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with R explores basic concepts of visualization of financial data. Through a fundamental balance between theory and...
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Introduction to Nonlinear Dispersive Equations (Universitext)Springer, 2009
The aim of this textbook is to introduce the theory of nonlinear dispersive equations to graduate students in a constructive way. The first three chapters are dedicated to preliminary material, such as Fourier transform, interpolation theory and Sobolev spaces. The authors then proceed to use the linear Schrodinger equation to describe...
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The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-647 Prep Kit: Independent and Complete Self-Paced SolutionsSyngress Publishing, 2008
Independent and unbiased self-paced study with fully integrated book, practice exams, and e-learning modules.     

       This exam is designed to validate skills as a Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Administrator. This exam will fulfill the Windows Server 2008 IT Professional requirements of Exam 70-647.

The Microsoft...
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Best iPad Apps: The Guide for Discriminating Downloaders (Best Apps)O'Reilly, 2010

	Even before the poor thing had shipped, naysayers had their fun with it: the iPad’s nothing more than an oversized iPhone. But now that we’ve all gotten are fingers on these silver-and-black beauties, this much is clear: where the iPhone’s great for the little things in life—killing boredom, local lookups, and, you...
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Why Great Leaders Don't Take Yes for an Answer: Managing for Conflict and ConsensusWharton School Publishing, 2005

	Harvard Business School's Michael Roberto draws on powerful decision-making case studies from every walk of life, showing how to promote honest, constructive dissent and skepticism; use it to improve decisions; and align organizations behind those decisions.  Learn...
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Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth EditionApress, 2006
With Beginning C: From Novice to Professional, Fourth Edition, you'll come to understand the fundamentals of the C language and learn how to program. All you need is this book and any one of the widely available free or commercial C or C++ compilers--and you'll soon be writing real C programs. You'll learn C from the first principles,...
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